
25 June 1979 

Dear Armand : 

Thank you very much for your thoughtful , considerate letter 
of 18 June. I assure you that the same environmental and humane 
matters that you raise in your letter are shared by lll of us 
looking into the possibility of using part of the farmland for a 
housing development. For example, we are certainly taking seriously 
the need to increase the physical distance between the actual 
housing and the forest. 

The suggestion of a series of successive steps beginning with 
the most distant location from the Institute is certainly sound and 
is on its way to being shared with the architect, developer and 
Trustee Committee. 

As for the actual financial arrangement and the possibility of 
continuing income, these issues are still most fluid and still 
being discussed so that there is no concrete idea to place before 
anyone as to the actual financial rewards to be expected and in what 
manner they are to be achieved. 

Again, thank you for the expression of your concerns; I share 
them with equal intensity. 

Professor Armand Borel 
School of Mathematics 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry: 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

June 18, 1979 

This is a comment on the informal presentation you gave in May 
to some of the Faculty about the plans for housing on Institute farmland. 
I would like to make more precise some of the remarks or questions 
raised then. 

1. There is widespread c onc ern about the scope of the plan. If there 
are to be 1000-1 2 00 units, it is reasonable to expect that this would bring a 
total population of at least 3, 000 people there , and this would be bound to 
have a c onsiderable environmental impact. As you no doubt remember from 
the meeting, many are worried in particular about the use of the field closest 
to the Institute (zone D on the map) whi ch wou l d be likely to inc rease traffic 
close to the Institute . It seems to me that at least that part should be given 
up, and the field restored to woods, to serve as a buffer between the Institute 
and this project. 

2. You said the Institute would have a veto right on the construction, 
and would hav e the possibility of getting out of this arrangement, if this s eemed 
advisable. It seems to me this would be more easily a chie v ed if there were a 
much more flexible plan, which would p rovide for a number of successive steps, 
starting furthest from the Institute in such a wa y that if the construction was 
stopped at some stage, one would still hav e a reas onabl y self-contained and 
attractive entity. This is all the more important because the selling of the land 
is an i rreve rsible process and is a los s of permanent assets which should be 
kept at a minimum. 

3. If this project c omes about, the Institute would of course get money 
from the selling of the land , and from the rental of apartments, if there were 
some. But I believe you were alluding to other sourc es of steady inc ome. I 
must say I do not see w h at they could be . It does not seem to me possible that 
independent buyers w ould a ccept submitting to the obligation of reselling to 
the Institute, and seeing the Institute make a p rofit from the sale to new 
occupants. I understand that in so- called adult c ommunities, l ike Rossmoor, 
there are some recovering clauses, but even there they are not that drastic , 
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2 - Harry Woolf 
June 18, 1979 

even though people may be more inclined to give up certain rights since 
they re c eive in exchange an array of services which are out of consideration 
here. Of course, I know that the Institute has a recovery clause with Faculty 
members who have bought some land or a house from the Institute. But this 
is a very different situation. We agree to this first of all to help the Institute 
keep housing available to the Institute Faculty at affordable prices, and, 
frankly, we do not expec t the Institute to make a profit by reselling to a Faculty 
member. 

In conclusion, I should say I do not oppose this project in principle, 
and I am ready to believe that some such use of some of the farmland will be 
necessary. Also, I do not claim any expertise in this matter. I am simply 
writing as a member of the Institute community who is c onc erned about the 
possible effects of such a development on the quality of life here, and who is 
trying to weigh this against the possible financial gains to the Institute. At 
this point it is just not possible to estimate those on the basis of the information 
you gave us, and I hope that realistic estimates of what the Institute could hope 
to gain from various projects will soon be available. Although this is not 
properly a Faculty matter, I also hope that we will have the opportunity to 
dis cuss this matter during the coming academic year, when more precise 
information is available, before any decisions are made. 

Sincerely yours, 

AB :MMM 
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Professor Armand Borel 
School of Mathematics 
The Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Armand: 

June 5, 1979 

Thank you for the attached. I have given a copy to Allen Rowe 
and discussed the contents with him. He will see to it that its 
provisions are carried out with respect to the retirement income 
of professors emeriti. 

Please let me know if there is more I need to do in this regard· 

Yours, 

John Runt 
Associate Director 
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Professor Armand Borel 
School of Mathematics 
The Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Armand: 

23 April 1979 

I am most appreciative of your thoughtful letter of 19 April 
concerning the Faculty meeting. Indeed , the very point you make 
is just as I wish events to go. The rather new question emerging 
from the Ford Foundation's lnte~est in people in minority groups 
is the kind we should deliberate with as much preparation and 
with as much detail as possible. The issue in our bands was only 
a few weeks old and, you are quite right, normally would have been 
brought to the atten~ion of the Advisory Committee first, but other 
events and other obligations to which you referred correctly 
did limit the frequency of such meetings this year. We shall 
do better in the future, of course. 

In the meantime, I am expecting to hear from the Ford Founda
tion in writing very soon. I addressed a seriee of questions to them 
reflecting our concerns end interests vis-a-vis their new program. 
An informal reply via telephone just the other day suggests that 
they will be sympathetic to our desires , and when I have their 
comments in writing, we shall move as effectively as possible to 
discuss the matter with the Faculty in order to reach a decision. 

Than~ you again for your sympathetic letter and for your under
standing of the situation. 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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May 21, 1979 

Dear Armand: 

We share a natal year but not the same 

month. 

Ilappy Birthday. 

Professor Armand Borel 
School of Mathematics 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Cordially yours. 

Han:y Woolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry: 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Tele phone-609-924-4400 

April 19, 1979 

Before our most recent Faculty meeting, I asked Mrs. A. LaBrutte 
about an agenda, and was told there would be none: this was just an end of 
the year meeting, with no important business except for a report from you. 
As it turned out, you asked our opinion about a completely new question: the 
request of the Ford Foundation about memberships for people in minority 
groups they would try to find. There resulted a somewhat confused discussion, 
since it was difficult for us to make up our mind right on the spot. It seems 
to me you might have received a more coherent, and hence more useful, 
answer had we had a chance to think it over in advance and maybe discuss it 
between ourselves. 

This shows me that, even in that case, it would have been useful to 
have an agenda. I would like to suggest, therefore, always having agendas 
distributed in advance of Faculty meetings, with whatever supporting material 
might be relevant. This is not just for the sake of orderly formal conduct of 
business, but even more for the sake of more effective meetings. 

In fact, it might have been even more useful to convey this question to 
us first through the mechanism of the Advisory Committee. I understand, of 
course , that the Einstein Centennial has taken up much of your time and 
thoughts during this academic year and that it was not easy to schedule meetings 
of the Advisory Committee. Although no major problems have arisen, it seems 
to me it would still have been good to discuss some questions which came up via 
this committee, and I hope it will meet more often in the future. 

Sine e rely yours, 

AB:MMM A. Borel 
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South Street Seaport Museum 

Mr. John Hunt 
Associate Director 

203 Front Streel 

The Ins titute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

Dear John: 

New York, N. Y. 10038 Telephone: 766-9020 

March 2, 19 79 

Did you really write a month ago to tell me of Anne Borel? It 
is possible that it could be longer . 

At any rate , I met with her. She is splendid. It is 
Street Seaport that is not ready, and I said as much. 
the cultural mafia of New York City is at work on her 
hope something comes of it for her . 

the Sout h 
Evidently, 

behalf . I 

When are you going to let me show you the Seaport? Since Weinstein 
deserves all the credit, we should probably include him as well. 

JBH/mr 

Best regards, 

. Hightower 
ent 

Chairman James R. Shepley • Vice Chairman & Treasurer Eric Ridder. Sr. • Vice Chairman Roben W. Hubner • President & Chief Execmive Office r John B. Hightower 
Secretary F. Briggs Dalzell• Chairman Emeritus Jakob lsbrandtsen • Trustees: Jack R. Aron • Peter A. Aron • Frederick W. Reinecke I I • Kenneth W. Bilby • Richard H. Buford 
Joseph Cantalupo • Melvin A. Conant • E. Virgil Conway • F. Briggs Dalzell • John B. Hightower• Roben W. Hubner • Jakob lsbrandtsen • James C. Kellogg 111 • James E. Kirk 

Warren T . Lindquist • R.W. McCullough • Mrs. Joseph V. McKee, Jr. • Mrs. Emil Mosbacher, Jr. • D.K. Patton • Richard L. Rath • William M. Rees • Fergus Reid Ill 
Eric Ridder, Sr. • Victor A. Romagna • Orville H. Schell • Whitney North Seymour, Jr. • James R. Shepley • Howard J . Slotnick • Edmund A. Stanley, Jr. • W.R. Timken 

John E. Zucconi 

A tax-exempt corporation chanered by the New York State Board of Regents 
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February 22, 1979 

Dear Armand: 

Thank you for yours of 14 February 1979. and 
for your gracious response to the questionnaire 
for the forthcoming directory. I shall certainly 
take up the question about a collection of publica
tions of faculty and members with the Advisory 
Committee, and v.tll be delighted to be guided by 
their opinions, as well as tha.t of the entire 
Faculty. 

Thank you for your courtesy. 

Professor Armand Borel 
School -of Ha thematics 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry: 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

Telephone-609-924-4400 

February 14, 1 9 79 

As I told you at tea yesterday, I do not want to address 
the question as to which of my public ations are 11 signific ant." 
By the way, as I read it, your letter does not spe cify whether 
or not only public ations c onnected with the Institute should be 
listed. At this point, I have only updated my bibliography. I 
would of course be ready to single out the items associated with 
the Institute. I reiterate my misgivings about a c olle c tion of 
reprints by Faculty and Members because of its size , lac k of 
usefulness, and the impossibility of making it c omplete. If 
there are other opinions within the Faculty , it seems to me 
the matter should be brought up at an Advisory Committee 
meeting. 

AB:MMM 
Encs . 

p ·· 
A. Borel 
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16 January 1979 

Dear Mr . Hunt: 

Many thanks for the xerox copies of the letters. I am very 
grateful that you took the trouble to write them. 

Sincerely yours, 

~M 
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Dr. Roland Force 
Museum of the American Indian 
Broadway at 155 Street 
New York, New York 10032 

Dear Roland: 

bee Anne Borel 

January 15. 1979 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Anne Borel, who is the 
daughter of one of the most :eminent members of our permanent faculty 
here at the Institute for Advanced Study. 

Anne graduated from Boown last summer and hopes to enter museum 
work. Her serious and continuinv, intere~t in this field is demonstrated 
by the enclosed resume. 

I have no doubt whatsoever that she would be an addition to any 
museum staff and recommend her to your attention. 

I would greatly appreciate it if you would take the time to talk 
with Anne and give her the benefit of your good counsel. 

Naturally, you are the only judge of whether or not she might be 
qualified to work at the Museum of the American Indian. 

Rith warm regards , I am 

Cordially, 

John Runt 
Associate Director 
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Mr. Richard Weinstein 
New Sources of Funding, Inc. 
Suite 3024 
200 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

Dear Richard: 

bee Anne Borel 

January 15, 1979 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Anne Borel, who is the 
daabhter of one of the most eminent members of our permanent faculty 
here at the Lnstitute for Advanced Study. 

Anne graduated from Brown last summer and hopes to enter museum 
work. Her serious and continuing interest in this field is delllOnstrated 
by the enclosed resume. 

I have no doubt whatsoever that she would be an addition to any 
museum staff and recommend her to your attantion. 

I would greatly appreciate it if you would take the time to talk 
with Anne and give her the benefit of your good counsel. 

With warm regards , I am 

Cordially, 

John Runt 
Associate Director 
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Mr. John Hightower 
South Street Seaport Museum 
203 Front Street 
New York, New York 10038 

Dear John : 

bee Anne Bore l 

January 15, 1979 

I am writi*g 
1
this letter on behalf of Anne Borel, who is the 

daughter of one o£ the most eminent members of our permanent faculty 
here at the IntJtttute for Advanced Study. 

Anne graduated from Brown last summer and hopes to enter museum 
work. Her seious and continuing interest in this field ie demonstrated 
by the enclosed resume. 

I have no doubt whatsoever that she would be an addition to any 
museum staff and recommend her to your attention. 

I would greatly appreciate it if you would take the time to aalk 
with Anne and give her the benefit of your good counsel. 

With warm regards, I am 

Cordially, 

John Hun t 
Associate Director 
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Dr. Martin Biddle 
Director 
University Museum at the 

University of Pennsylvania 
3Jrd and Spruce Streets 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 

Dear Dr. Biddle: 

bee Anne Borel 

~anuary 15, 1979 

You may recall our meeting two years ago when I was still 
Vice President and Secretary of the University of Pennsylvania. 
I am now Associate Director of the Institttee for Advanced Study 
and hear about your good work from Howard Petersen , who is Chairman 
of our Board. 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Anne Borel, who is the 
daughter of one of the aost eminent members of our permanent faculty 
here at the Institute . 

Anne graduated from Brown last summer and hopes to enter museum 
work. Her serious and continuing interest in this field is demonstrated 
by the enclosed resume. 

I have no doubt whatsoever that she would be an addition to any 
museum staff and recommend her to your attention. 

I would greatly appreciate it if you would take the time to talk 
with Anne and give her the benefit of your good counsel. 

With warm reeards, I am 

6ordially, 

John Runt 
Associate Director 
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ADDRESS 

3.3SU1·!2 
for 

Al-i?·::E .30REL 

106 3attl e ~oad Circle 
Princeton , _few Jersey 08540 
Telephone: 609- 924-1740 

JOB 0.3JEC i' I V'.cl I:•!useum ·,iork 

EDUCA1'I O~~ 
June 1978 
1976-1977 

Summer 1976 

1973-1975 

Summer 1973 
June 1973 
EMPLOYMLN·r 
1978 
Fall 

1978 
Fall 

1978 
Summer 

1977 
Summer 

l.977 
Winter Spring 

1977 
Winter Spring 

1975 
Summer 

1974 
Summer 
ADDI 1r10:; AL 
Ii,FC--t.. _\:.J..' I o:~ 

REFERENCES 

3.A., Anthropology , l rown University , Providence, Rhode Island. 
Cn leave of absence fro!Il 3roi;·m University, at t ended university 
of 1;/ashington -part time in Seattle, ',fa.shi neton . 
Field School, Czette Archaeoloc ical : reject on Olynpic Peninsula 
with ';/ashingt on State University , Pullman, '."ashi ng ton . 
Sculpture ~epart!Ile~t, ~hode Island Jc hool o: ~esi~ , lrovidence , 
Rhode Island . 
Sumner school i n art history and Italian, Ur '::.>ino, It:3.ly . 
Graduated fros St u:ll't Country Day School, ~ rinceton, :r:e-w Jersey . 

Lab Grew, University of South Dakota .\rchaeology Lab, 7er 1'1illion , 
0outh Ja}:ota , washe c1. skeletal r ema i n s a.."'1.d artifacts fron:.. pr ehis
toric Crow Greek village site. 

Lab Cr ei:·r , South Jakota Archaeological Research Center, Fort 
I·~eade, South J akota, processed soil sampl e s and labelled -=>..rti:f ~c t r 
from 12 sites, mostly prehi s toric, dr ew pottery a_~d developed 
black an:i white :photographs. 

SU.rveyor II, -::>ort Neade South Dakota Archaeological .3e search 
Center , cultural resources evaluation of Bl a ck riills are a , test 
excavations and surface collection. 

:Dab Cre-w, Lubbock Lake Project, Texas r ech University , Lubbock , 
Texas, kill sites from I aleo-Indian through hist oric t i me perious . 
Library A.ssistqnce, Suzallo Library, Uni versity of 1;/ashington, 
Sea ~tle , ;;1ashington , shelved ar..d recirculated books. 

Vol unteer, Seattle Art !(useum , Seattle, Washington , ·wor ked on 
recataloguing collection, especially asiatic j ades and mesoaraeric a. 
ceramics. 

Field Crew, Colonial Fort Site, J amestown, with Rhode Island 
Eistorical Preservation Society , Providence, tlhode Island . 

Counselor, Les ChaJ.ets Francais, French camp for girls, Deer Isl.e, 
Maine, taught Fr ench and arts and crafts. 

Bilingual (?rench a._"'1.d English), 2 years college German, some 
knowledge of Italian and Spanish . 

References_ will be furnished upon request by : 
Care er ~evel opmen t 
.Brown University 
P. 0 . Hox 1907 
Erovidence, Rhode Island_, 02912 
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28 November 1978 

Dear Armand: 

The Institute for Advanced Study is now in the procea1 of preparing an 
Einstein Centennial Celebration in honor of the one-hundredth anniversary 
of Albert Rinstein's birth. 

A principal feature of the Celebration will be a Symposium to be held 
at the Institute on March 4-9, 1979> dealing with the specific aapects of 
Ei.nsteinf• scientific work. The emphasis throughout will be on both the his
torical context and the continuing importance of Einstein's ideas in •arious 
fields, perhaps bearing in mind Einstein's remark that "the most incomprehen
sible thing about the world is that it is comprehensible. " 

bera: 
Tbe Planning Coamdttee for the Symposium consists of the following mew-

Freeman Dyson 
Herman J'eshbach 
Marvin Goldberger 
Gerald Holton 
Martin Klein 
Abraham Pais 
John Wheeler 
Harry Woolf (Chairman) 

The audience for the Symposium and its published product will be on the 
one hand the comm.unity of scientists of the present and immediate future and, 
on the other. future biatorians who vill look to thi1 record for some answers 
to tbe questions of how Einstein and the pby1ics he helped to create influence> 
either explicitly or tacitly, the science being done today. 
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Dr. Anaand Borel 

~..!,_2 __ ~~~---

It is our intention that the Symposium be an occasion where scientiats 
and acholars can reflect on what science is. and ho~ at ita best it ie carried 
out, with specific reference to Binatein•a work. 

On behalf of the Inatitute for Advanced Study and the Planning Cccmlittee, 
I am writing to invite you to participate in the Einstein Centennial Sympo
sium. The attached prelbiinary program will give you a sense of the substance 
of the meeting; further details will be sent to you at a later date. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon, and very much hope that your 
answer will be affirmative. 

Dr. Armand Borel 
Department of Mathe:o.atics 
Yale UuiveTsity 
Kev Raven, Counecticut 06250 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCET ON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry: 

July 27, 1978 

I w ould like to have transportation to 
Kennedy Airport on Monday, August seventh, 
leaving from 4 4 Einstein Drive at 4 p. m. 

s, 

AB :MMM A. Borel 
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Professor Annand Borel 
School of Mathematics 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Dear Annand: 

March 9, 1978 

Thank you very much for your letter of 
2 March 1978. Crediting of the funds you 
request for travel purposes bas taken place. 
In addition, permit me to congratulate you 
on the avard of the Brouwer medal. Ye all 
bask in the reflected light of your achievements. 

Thank you also for the description of 
your itinerary and your activities, which as 
you know will help me considerably in preparing 
the next Director's letter to friends and 
alumni. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry Yoolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry: 

I would like to be credited $1,200 to 
funds, towards expenses for my coming trip 
opportunity to describe its main features. 
invitations, I shall: 

March 2, 1978 

be charged to my travel 
to Europeo I take this 
In response to various 

on March 30, give the Brouwer lecture at the meeting of the 
Dutch Math0 Society (which celebrates its 200th year) in 
Amsterdam and receive the Brouwer medal (given about every third 
year; it is the third one); 

in April, I give lectures at the University of Amsterdam; 

in May, be at the Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques, 
in Bures-sur-Yvette, near Paris; 

in June, lecture in Geneva or Lausanne, in the framework of 
conunon activities for the Universities in the French part of 
Switzerland; 

in the second half of August, attend the International Congress 
of Mathematicians in Helsinkio 

Because of the Brouwer lecture, I shall have to leave the 
Institute about ten days before the end of the term0 

Sincerely yours, 

µ__ 
AB:MMM Ao Borel 
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January 27, 1978 

Dear Armand: 

Thank you for yours of 25 January, infcndng 
me of your plans to spend the fall term at Tale 
Uxrtversity. Your request for an unpaid leave of 
absence for the fall term of 1978-79 is hereby 
granted. 

Professor Aminand Borel 
School of Mathematics 
Institute for Advanced STudy 

Sincerely yours, 

Harry Woolf 

cc. Mr . Horgan 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NE\li .JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dr . Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry: 

January 25, 1978 

This is to tell you that I plan to spend the 
Fall Term at Yale University. I will be paid my 
full half-y ear salary, and therefore I am asking 
for an unpaid leave of absence for the Fall Term 
of 1978. 

Sincerely yours, 

~ 
AB:MMM A. Borel 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

August 23, 1977 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry: 

Thanks for your kind letter of August twenty
second. I must say I do not understand why I should 
be "cordially invited to attend' ' a mathematical lecture 
at the Institute, which, as it should , was decided upon 
by the Faculty of the School of Mathematics . 

rs, 

AB:MMM A . Borel 
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March 31, 1977 

Dear Gaby: 

Your note of 15 March 1977. reached me just before I left on an 
extensive trip to the West Coast, from which I have just now returned. 
Forgive me for taking so long to acknowledge its presence here, but 
please understand that much that concerns the former John Wheeler house 
is beyond my control. I have placed the question of its future use before 
the Board of Trustees where the matter now lies. Indeed, I have been 
instructed by the Board that the disposition of the house is entirely 
within their hands. I believe they are fully informed of the various 
issues that have arisen in connection with its history, and I believe 
they share everyones concern that as harmonious and just a decision as 
possible concerning its future be achieved. 

In the meantime, as I indicated to Armand sometime ago, it is both 
off the market and unavailable for examination. I wish that I could be 
more helpful to you for I recognize the pressing obligations of travel 
as well as your need to Jaake a decision about enlarging your presdnt 
house, but the issue is r.ot mine to resolve. 

With all best wishes and kindest regards, I amt 

Mrs. Armand Borel 
106 Battle Road Circle 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

Cordially yours, 

Harry Woolf 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Jf 

N ovember 8, 1976 

Dr. Harry Woolf 
Fuld Hall 

Dear Harry : 

I looked again at the report of the Review 
Committee. The actual text is 4 3 pages long; it 
ends with a 2-page sixth part entitled "Recommen
dations and Conclusions . 11 My understanding is 
that the full 4 3 - page text will be made a v ailable to 
the Faculty. 

The appendices are a mix ed lot. Some 
could probably be made available as w ell, but 
some not, and it is as w ell to leave them out 
a ltogether . 

AB :MMM 
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Mrs. Armand Borel 
106 Battle Road Circle 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

Dear Mrs. Borel: 

February 2. 1976 

I enclose a li$t of the contributors to the rug 
fund. I wotldered whether we should expect any mor-e 
c ont'r ibutions. 

I believe most of the donors were ~old that their 
checks would be returned unless the fuo.d re.ached $2,000. 
Will you kindly advise me. 

Cordially yours, 

Minot C. Mor gan, Jr . 

Enclosure 
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February 17. 1975 

Dear Armand: 

Don Stra\18 took some pictures at the final 
meeting of the Faculty Trustee Committee on 
Governance. Here is one he thought you might 
like to have. 

Carl Kayae!l 

Attachment 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey 
Office of the Director 

Dear Armand: 

February 14, 1973 

Thanks for your note of your plans for a 
sabbatical for the Fall term of the next academic 
year with one term' s pay . I am sure the Board will 
give its approval. 

Sincerely , 

Carl Kaysen 

Professor Arm.and Borel 
School of Mathematics 

cc: Mr . Morgan 
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Speaker: 

Topic: 

Time: 

Place : 

INSTITlfrE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Seminar in Topology 

Armand Borel 

STABLE COHOMOLOGY OF ARITHMETIC GROUPS, 
continued 

Thursday, February 11, 1971, at 11 :00 a . m. 

Fuld Hall Lecture Room 119 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

THE DIRECTOR 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08 540 

Telephonc-609-924-4400 

Memorandum for the Record 

February 10, 1971 

Conversation with Prof. Borel in the Director's Office 

on Monday, February 8, 1971 at 2:45 P.M. 

Professor Borel raised the question of whether 
Herman Goldstine was being invited to come back to the 
Institute, and if so in what capacity. He said he had 
heard a rumor that Goldstine was planning to rent a house. 
I responded by saying that : 

(1) Goldstine is thinking of returning to Princeton to 
live, on the basis of his IBM Fellowship; 

(2) I was not about to rent him a house; I did not have 
a house to rent; 

(3) If the Faculty of Mathematics had no desire to invite 
him as a visitor, obviously I would not wish them t o do so. 
However, there was a question, the answer to which at this 
moment I did not know. It might be that he was still a 
permanent member. 

(4) If he returned to Princeton and wishes to be c onnected 
with the Institute, it may be that another Faculty would 
invite him if the Faculty of Mathematics would not . 

a 
C.K. 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Seminar on Buildings for p-Adic Groups 

This seminar will discuss cohomo logy of bui l dings 

and related topics. It will meet on Mondays, 

Ul:ftl a.m. to noon in Fuld Hall Lecture Room 119 

starting October 11. The first speaker will be 

Pro fessor Armand Borel. 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Seminar on Buildings for p-Adic Gr oups 

This seminar wi ll discuss cohomology of buildings 

and r elated topics . It will meet on Mondays, 

Uf:ft) a . m. to noon in Fuld Hall Lecture Room 119 

starting October 11. The firs t speaker will be 

Professor Armand Borel . 
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September 13, 1971 

Dear Armand: 

Sometime ago I understand that Julian Bigelow 
expressed the view that he would be more appropriately 
listed as a member of the School of Natural Sciences 
than of the School of Mathematics. The Natural Sciences 
School is willing to accept him as a member. If you 
and your colleagues h3ve no objection to t his change, 
it will be mado in the next set of listings. 

Professor Armand Borel 
Executive Officer 

Cordially, 

Carl ltaysen 

School of Mathematica 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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December 3, 1970 

Desr Armand: 

t -urite to remiud you it would be 
helpful for me ~o have the rough estimates of 
what you would like t ask JISF fOT next year 
as soon as possible. I 'i'OUld hope to talk to 
t.be llSF people this month. 

Cordially, 

Professor ArmaDd Borel 
Institute for Advatlced Study 
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February 13, 1970 

Dear Armand : 

Thanks for your note. I am glad to 
discover that my ever y word receives such careful 
attention. 

What I was trying to convey to the 
Faculty was that the single case of Milnor is not 
in itself convincing evidence that ~e are not 
compet i t ive at present sal ary levels as far as 
Mathematics goes. 

I intend, as I said to Milnor, to 
raise the question of a salary increase with the 
Board next year, and indeed have so stated to 
members of the Executive Coumdttee already. 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Professor Armand Borel 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dear Carl : 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

I find your s t atement about salai:±es increase on Po5 of the minutes of 

our last Faculty meeting slightly puzzling, in the light of what you told me 

you said to t he Milnors. I understood you told them you would try hard to get 

a4 5000 increase starting July 1971, and thought you had a 08 chance to get 
I 

it 9 and you felt even more af an obligation to do so if he would accepto 

This does not contradi ct flatly what is in the minutes , but, without some 

clarification, I do not find it quite consonant with it, and I am wondering 

how Milnor would feel about this, i f he were to see this by accident. 

Sincerely yours 

(Ao Borel) 
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PROFESSOR BOREL ' S CHILDREN: 

Dominique Susan 

Anne Christine 

born 

born 

May 4, 1954 

September 20, 1955 
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December 22> 1969 

Dear Armand : 

The figures on the two houses are as follows:-

24 Haslet Avenue: 

Our purchase price - $82,500 
Sole price , accordingly - $55,000 
$40 , 000 4X mortgage ( 30-yr . ) would have monthly 

payments of $190 . 00 
Annual taxes - $1,705 

This house has 5 bedrooms, one of which is 
rather small, end 2 baths. 

5 Newlin Rond: (Atiyah'e) 

Purchase price - $85,000 
Sale price - $56,600 
$40,000 41o mortgage ( 30-yr.) - s me payments 

as above 
nnual t~xes - $1,920 

This house t~s 5 bedrooms of rather larger size 
and 3 baths . 

Michael's house, of course, would be vailable 
almost im:nediately or whenever Milnor wanted it. The Newlin 
Road house is rented until 1st August. The Uilnors, of 
course, would be able to see both houses any time they 
want . 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Professor Armand Borel 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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December 10, 1969 

Dear Armand: 

Here is an enlargement of a picture 
of you and Ilarish which we took last fall; I 
thought you might like to have it . Barish has 
one as well. 

Cordially, 

Carl K.aysen 

Professor ArllVlnd Borel 
Institute for Advanced Study 

Enclosure 
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October 17, 1969 

Dear Armand: 

By nov you probably will have heard what 
th& outcome of the Faculty Meeting on the 13th was. 
The full ~.inutes Dpparently require a good deal of 
correction. but the motion that was finally passed with 
relation to p~oposed new appointments in new fields was 
as follows: 

"In order to form an independent opinion on the 
merits of new fields of atudy and of nomineas for pro
fessorships 1n these> the Faculty vi.shes> as $UCh 
nominations arise, to have the SJ:sistance of an outside 
ad hoc coromittee. The Advisory Cotrmittee ia requested 
to consult with the Director on the persons to be selected 
for membership on such an ad hoc committee and to report 
back to the F~cul ty." 

The details of this procedure remnin to be wo~ked out. 
and at the ~..ext meeting of the Advisory Conmittee, which 
l:rill now be on Tuesday, the 20th, we \li.11 be dealing irl.th 
it. 

As you see from the attached: it will not be 
Luce but Clifford Geertz whose name will come up first. 

Professor Armand Borel 
Apartment 705 
29 Concord Avenue 

Cordiallyt 

Carl Kaysen 

Catnbridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Enclosures 
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--- TS INSTITUTE OF TE 
M ASSACHUSET c!-IUSETTS 02139 

CAMBRIDGE. MASSA 

Borel 2- 170 MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

CAMBRIDGE. MASS. 02139 

DEPARTMENT OF MATH EMATI C S 

Dear Carl : 

This is to tell you fhat I shall not be able to attend the Faculty 
meeting on October 13 . 

It seems to me that the procedure you outline in your memorandum would 

not all ow the Faculty to form a fully independent opinion on a new area, or on 

a nomination in a new area, and to express it , unless it is modified. I have 

the impr ession that a number of my colleagues share rather similar views, and 

I hope very much t hat a sat isfactory arrangement will be arrived at at the 

meet ing . 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Speakers: A. Borel and J . Tits 

Topic : "ABSTRACT" HOMOMORPHISMS OF ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 

Time: Fridays at 2:30 p.m. starting March 28, 1969 

Place: Fuld Hall Lecture Room 119 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey 
Office of the Director 

September 29, 1969 

Dear Armand: 

Thank you for your letter of 24 September 
and the attaclnnent which I have xeroxed and distributed 
to your colleagues on the faculty committee. 

I regret that you have not responded to my 
request and have instead repeated the proposal you made 
in the faculty co!Illli.ttee. I continue to be unpersuaded 
that the procedure you suggest is a desirable one. Since 
it is clear we will have an extended discussion of the 
matter, I will shortly be responding to you at length. 

Professor Armand Borel 
Apartment 705 
29 Concord Avenue 

Cordially, 

Carl Kaysen 

Cambridge , Massachusetts 02138 

cc: Professors Dyson, Meiss, Selberg, Thompson (Faculty 
Advisory Committee) 
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CROSS Rl::F'ERENCE 

FILE: Borel, Armand (Faculty) 

RE: Leave of absence 

LETTER DATED: 3-19-69 and 3-21-69 

SEE: IAS Files - Faculty-Leaves of Absence 
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February 27, 1969 

Memorandum for the Record 

Converantion with Professor Bore,1 lO:OC a .m. Thursday, Yebrua;;y 27, 

in the Director's Office 

Professor Borel came in to express his concerns on the 
proposed appointments of Adler and Dashen. He was unconvinced that 
the eztra risk involved iu two appointme:nta was justified und re
pe~tedly ask~d th~ougbout the d~scuasion why we did not simply make 
o-ne nppointlnent snd let the other man go to Princeton. I responded, 
without saying anything new, in terms of the need for two people in 
the field~ the judgment of the physics Faculty that four or five 
years from now they ·will in nll likelihood still he the best two 
people to have, the difficulty of getting any benefit from the man 
9ho is full time in Princeton fr01C: the point of view of attracting 
and guiding membors . I went ov.r to som& extent che history of the 
decision, pointing out thAt I bad atarted at the position he now 
beld--namely, that wo shotild :appoint onc--and h.ad) through discussion 
of the reasons~ become coiwineed of the utility of taking the extra 
risk., which I acknowledged_. snd appointing both. 

Borel left saying he might write a letter. The tone of 
the discussion was friendly and reasonably re14Xed. 

C.K. 
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THE DIRECTOR 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

T elephonc-609-924- HoO 

January 15, 1969 

Memorandum for the Record 

Conversation with Professor Borel in the Director's 

Office Wednesday, January 15, at 2:30 p .m. 

Professor Borel discussed the possibility 
of his taking l eave for the Fa l l Term of 1969-70 to 
t each at M.I . T. I saw no obstacle . We agreed to 
discuss an appropriate length of l eave-without - pay 
in relation to M. I . T . 's offer. 

( (:_ 
Carl Kaysen 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Seminar on Representations of Algebraic Groups 

To meet on Fridays at 10:30 a.m. in Fuld Hall 

Lecture Room 119 starting October 11 , 1968. 

First lecture: A. Borel on CHEVALLEY GROUPS OVER Z 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, Princeton, New Jersey 
Office of the Director 

Memorandum for the Record 

Copies to : 

Filed in: School of Social Science 
Faculty -
Faculty - Dyson 

June 12, 1968 

Subject: Discussion with Professor Borel on June 10 
at 3:00 P .M. in the Director's Office on 
Faculty procedures 

We discussed future processes for deci aion
rru:!king in the Institute. Profeosor Borel expressed hl.s 
satisfaction with the way the Architectural Committee 
had ~orkcd and uegestcd that it might provide a model 
for further informal conmunication. We di cussed the 
applicability or inapplicability of ~ome aimilar com
mittee procedure to the appointment process for the 
Fourth School . I agreed that it would be worth con
sidering whether to hl'lve a Faculty Coromitte6 which would 
serve ~s a kind of Review Committee for the first few 
op~ointmants in this School. 

We then had a discus:Jion of the Institute' s 
finances, and I t r ied to say something both of my placs 
for r ising money nnd my views on ~hat we could 8afely 
spenJ. In the course of this I pointed out the irration
ality of the distinction between income and capital gains 
and also talked somewhat about my programs for raising 
funds on a ten-year basis for tlte Fourth School. 

Carl Kaysen 

P.S.-- June 12> 1968 -- In conversation with Dyson today I 
reported on my discm:sion with Bf_)rel about appointments 
in the School of Sccial Science and invited Dyson to serve 
on a Faculty CoIIIIlittee on these atters if one were created. 
I indicnted that I w.as still t.mcloar as to wi1ether I wanted 
one, recognizing advnatages and disadvant scs. Dyson said 
he would be happy to serve. 

C.K. 
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December 7, 1967 

Dear Armand: 

Thanks for your note. I am glad 
to approve your le ve for three weeks of the 
second teTI!l of this year from January 8, to 
attend the Colloqui in Bombtty. 

With best vis hes, 

Cordially, 

Carl K:.ysen 

Professor Arm:sn·i Borel 
Institute for Adv<l.Ilced Study 
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SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS 

Dear Carl : 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 

December 5, 1967 

This is to confirm what I already told you , namely tha t I 

plan to spend a few weeks in India, :from about middle o:f December (leaving 

Princeton on Dec . 14) to late January. I have accepted an invitat ion 

to participate to an Internat ional Colloquium in Algebraic Geometry, to 

be held at the Tata I nstitute :for fundamental research in Bombay,from 

Jan. 16 t o Jan. 23. 

Sincerely yours 

;l>wL 
(A.Borel) 
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October 31, 1967 

Dear ArDUlnd: 

Could you please supply me with 
an u~-to-date bibliography. This is necessary 
in connection with my application to the NSF 
for money for the new building. Completion 
of the application now awaits the receipt of this 
information. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Kaysen 

Professor Armand Borel 
School of Mathematics 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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To: 

From: 

January 30, 1964 

Professors Beurling, Borel, G<>del , Harish- Chandra, 
Selberg, Weil, Whitney 

D. Montgomery 

Dear Colleagues : 

Dr. M ilton Rose of N . S . F . called yesterday and said: 

1) The grant for Borel is definite , but it is not likely that this 
kind of grant can be made again. Currently the feeling is that such a 
matter should be handled by a 3enior N. S . F . 

2 ) Our other requests will probably turn out as follows : 
Each of the two contracts will be given $53 , 400 per year for a t\\o
year period beginning February first . He hopes and expects that 
this rate will be raised to current levels for the second year . He 
also suggests that we apply soon for a grant of $50, 000 per year 
to begin September first. Names suggested were Hormander and 
Harish-Chandra. He is aware that our grants are distributed by 
the faculty in mathematics as a whole no matter in whose name 
they may be. He a pparently hopes to do at least something 
additional for the Institute by this device . 

Sincerely yours , 

DM:MMM Deane M ontgomery 

cc : ?vJ.. Morgan 
R . Oppenheimer ./ 
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WESTERN UNION 
TELEGRAM 1201 

W . P . MARSHALL. ~•&•1D~HT 

SYMBOLS 

DL=Oay Lener 

NL=Niglu letter 

LT-International 
-Letter T d<l?ram 

The filing time shown In the dace line on domcadc telqrama la STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of rccdpt ls STANDARD TIME at point of destination 

-

Professor Armand Borel 
S residence Gratien 
Bures sur Yvette 
Seine et Oise 
France 

Grant granted . Best regards. 

Oppenheimer 

TRI! COMPANY WILL APPRl!CIATl! SUGOl!STIONS PROM ITS PATRON S CONCl!RNING I TS Sl!RVlCI! 
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3 February 1964 

Dear Dr. Wilson; 

'Ibis will acknowledge with thanks your 
let ter of Jat11ary 27th informing us that 
t he National .Jcience Foundation is granting 
the sum of $7,500 to the Institute for 
Advanced Study in grant number GP- 2403. 
The Institute is glad to accept this grant. 

:Vith good wishes, 

Dr. John T. wilson 
Deputy Director 

Robert Oppenheimer 

National Science Foundation 
Washington, D. c. 20550 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550 

JAN 2 7 1964 

Dr . Robert Oppenheimer, Director 
The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer: 

GP-2403 

It is a pleasure to inform you that the sum of $7,500 is granted by the 
National Science Foundation to The Institute for Advanced Study for the 
support of research entitled ''The Arithmetic Theory of Algebraic Groups • 11 

This grant is for a period of approximately six months beginning January 
2, 1964 and is under the direction of Armand Borel, School of Mathematics. 

As funds are needed to carry out the purpose of this grant, please include 
your funding requirement in the Monthly Cash Request Form, No . 4- 49 . 

This grant does not include an allowance for indirect costs . 

The grantee shall furnish to the Foundation promptly a written disclosure of 
each invention conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the perform
ance of work supported by this grant, together with a statement specifying 
whether or not foreign and/or domestic patent applications will be filed . 
Upon application for any patent on any such invention, the Government shall be 
granted an irrevocable, royalty- free , nonexclusive license for use of such 
invention for governmental purposes throughout the world (including use 
pursuant to any treaty or international obligation of the United States) . In 
those countries where a patent application is not to be filed, the Foundation 
may file for such patent on behalf of the Government. In any case, whether 
or not a patent is to be filed, the Foundation may arrange for the invention 
to be described in a printed publication. 

This grant may be revoked in whole or in part by the Foundation after consul
tation with the principal investigator and the grantee. Such revocation 
shall not affect any cormnitment which, in the judgment of the Foundation, had 
become firm prior to the effective date of the revocation. Funds not committed 
by the grantee prior to the conclusion of the work contemplated under this 
grant shall be returned to the Foundation. 

The Foundation requires that this grant be administered in general accordance 
with the Foundation's policies for research grants as stated in "Grants for 
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Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, Director 2 

Scientific Research, 11 June 1963, as amended, and in conformity with the 
attached budget summary and other understandings reached between the 
Foundation and the grantee relating to this grant. 

Please acknowledge acceptance of this grant and include in your reply a 
reference to the grant number. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours 

rfl!IM- TW~ 
JOHN T. WILSON 

Deputy Director 
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY MPE SCIENCES 

BOREL MATHEl·lATICAL SCIENCES 

BUDGET 
SIX MONTH BUDGET 

A. SALARIES 

Senior Per sonnel : 
Principal Investigator 
(6/10 time six months) $7 , 500 

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 

$7.500 

$7 ,500 

No Indirect Costs Requested 

SIX MONTH TOTAL $7 ,500 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICB OF THE DDl.ECTOll 
29 March 1963 

Dear Dr. Grad: 

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science Foundation for a 
grant for Armand Borel, who is a professor in the School of Mathematics at this 
Institute. 

Professor Borel hopes to spend the period from January 1 to June 30, 1964 at 
the College de France in Paris. His own accou..~t of the principal reasons for this 
project reads: 

"My main field of work at present is what may be called the arithmetic theory 
of algebraic groups, as described in my Stockholm address, which aims at studying 
systematically certain discrete subgroups of al gebraic groups, call ed arithmetic 
groups, so as to develop a framework in which certain part s of classical mathematics, 
like the theory of automorphic functions or of quadratic forms, and their inter
relations, would find a natural place. Va~ious aspects of this program (which, i n 
many respects} appears still to be in the beginning stage) arouse much interest i n 
Paris, and my interest in going there is twofol d. On the one hand, I would appreci
ate giving a regular set of lectures to a no-doubt interested audience, on the 
other hand, I would benefit from prolonged contacts with several mathematicians 
there, notably Godement, Grothendieck, Chevalley, Cartan, Serre (with whom I have 
in fact a joint work in progress). Godement has been interested for a long time 
in the more analytical aspects of these questions, and Serre is now lecturing at 
the College on some of the more algebraic s i des of these problems. Grothendieck 
has recently proved theorems on algebraic groups by means of his theory of schemes, 
and I believe that the latter will be an important tool in studying algebraic groups 
o-yer f unction fields." 

The sum of $7,500 would be adequate to enable him to teach and work at the College 
de France without financial sacrifice. 

We would be glad to recast this a~plication in another form if that would 
be helpful to you, or to its success. 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Arthur Grad 
Program Director for' Mathematical Sciences 
National Science Foundation 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Proposal to the National Science Foundation 

for a grant for Professor Armand Borel 

BUDGEr 

Salary - 6 months, January 1 to June 30) 
19~ $7,500.* 

overhead o. 

Total $7, 500. 

*Equal to &J per cent of Professor Borel 's 
salary for the corresponding period at the 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

( 

SCHOOL OF MATHE.MATICS March ll, 1963 

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer: 

Recently, I have been offered a visiting professorship at the 
Sorbonne, Paris, from January to June 1964, and I would like to accept 
it. 

My main field of work at present is what may be called the 
arithmetic theor y of algebraic groups, as described in my Stockholm 
address, which aims at studying systematically certain discrete sub 
groups of algebr aic groups, called arithmetic groups, so as to develop 
a framework in which certain parts of classical mathematics, like the 
theory of automorphic functions or of quadratic forms, and their inter 
rel ations, woul d find a natural place. Vari9us aspects of this program 
(which, in many respects, appears still to be in the beginning stage) 
arouse much interest in Paris, and my interest in going there is twofold. 
On the one hand, I would appreciate giving a regular set of lectures to a 
no - doubt interested audience, on the other hand, I would benefit from pro 
longed contacts with several mathematicians there, notably Godement, 
Grothendieck, Chevalley, Cartan, Serre (with whom I have in fact a joint 
work in progress). Godement has been interested for a long time in the 
more analytical aspects of these questions, and Serre is now lecturing at 
the College on some of the more algebraic sides of these problems. 
Grothendieck has recently proved theorems on algebraic groups by means 
of his theory of schemes, and I believe that the l atter will be an important 
tool in studying algebraic groups over function fields. 

I do not know yet exactly how much I shall receive from the Sorbonne. 
From the indications received so far, I would estimate it at about $5, 000. 
In view of the running expenses here, this is of course not enough and I 
would like this to be supplemented up to about my usual salary. I am there 
fore asking for a leave of absence for the Spring Term 1964, and as well 
for a part of my salary, about $7, 500, for instance in the form of an N.S.F. 
contract through the Institute. 

AB:mp 

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer 
Director, The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

WASHING TON 25, D.C. 

Dr . Robert Oppenheimer 
Director 

April ll, 1963 

The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer: 

Your letter of March 29 and its attached budget constitute a 
perfectly acceptable proposal except that they do not bear the 
signature of the principal investigator. I am returning one 
copy; would you please have Professor Borel sign it and return 
it to this office. 

Unfortunately when the proposal was processed by another office 
you ~ather than Professor Borel) were listed as principal 
investigator and you can expect to receive a receipt card so 
identifying you. The records are now being changed. 

Enclosure 

Prof . Borel signed . 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Hamilton Andrews 
Administrative Assistant for 
Mathematical Sciences Section 

footnote added to 2 references to "College de "li'rance" saying 
This should read "University of Paris." 
mailed back 4/26/63 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV AN CED STUDY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

6CBOOL OF MATHEMATICS s{sl/t ~ 
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THE INSTITUT E FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRI N CE TO N, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICB OF T H E DIIJ!CTOll 
29 March 1963 

Dear Dr. Grad: 

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science Foundation for a 
grant for Armand Borel, who is a professor in the School of Mathematics at this 
Institute. 

Professor Borel hopes to spend the period from January 1 to June 30, 1964 at 
the College de France in Paris. His own account of the principal reasons for this 
project reads: 

"My main field of work at present is what may be called the arithmetic theory 
of algebraic groups, as described in my Stockholm address, whi ch aims at .studying 
systematically certain discrete subgroups of algebraic groups, called arithmetic 
groups, so as to develop a framework in which certain pa.rts of classical mathematics1 

like the theory of automorphic functions or of quadratic forms, and their inter
relations, would find a natural place. Va~ious aspects of this program (which, in 
many respects, appears still to be in the beginning stage) arouse much interest in 
Paris, and my interest in going there is twofold. On the one hand, I would appreci
ate giving a regular set of lectures to a no-doubt interested audience, on the 
other hand, I would benefit from prolonged contacts with several :mathematicians 
there, notably Godement, Grothendieck, Chevalley, Cartan, Serre (with whom I have 
in fact a joint work in progress). Godement ha.s been interested for a long ti.me 
in the more analyti cal aspects of these questions, and Serre is now lecturing at 
the College on some of the more algebraic sides of these problems. Grothendieck 
has recently proved theorems on algebraic groups by means of his theory of schemes, 
and I believe that the latter will be an important tool in studying algebraic groups 
m.~er function fields." 

The sum of $7,500 would be adequate to enable him to teach and work at the College 
de France without financial sacrifice. 

We would be glad to recast this a~plication in anot her form if that would 
be helpful to you, or to its success. 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Arthur Grad 
Program Director for· Ms.thematical Sciences 
National Science Foundation 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Proposal to the National Science Foundation 

for a grant for Professor Armand Borel 

BUDGEr 

Salary - 6 months, January 1 to June 30, 
196!+ $7,500.* 

Overhead O. 

Total $7,500. 

* Equal to 6o per cent of Professor Borel's 
salary for the corresponding period at the 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
P RINCETO N, NEW J ERSE Y 

OFFICE OF THE DmECTOll 29 March 1963 

Dear Dr. Grad: 

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science Foundation for a 
grant for Armand Borel, who is a professor in t he School of Mathemat i cs at this 
Institute. 

Professor Borel hopes to spend the period from January 1 to June 30, 1964 at 
the College de France in Paris. His own account of the principal reasons for this 
project reads: 

"My main field of work at present is what may be called the arithmetic theory 
of algebraic groups, as described in my Stockholm address, which aims at studying 
systematically certain discrete subgroups of algebraic groups, called arithmeti c 
groups, so as to develop a framework in which certain parts of classical mathematics, 
l ike the theory of automorphic functions or of quadratic forms, and their i nter
relations, would find a natural place. Various aspects of this program (which, in 
many respects, appears still to be in the beginning stage) arouse much interest in 
Pari s ; and my interest in goi ng there is twofold. On the one hand, I would appreci
ate giving a r egular set of lectures to a no-doubt interested audience, on the 
other hand, I would benefit from prolonged contacts with several mathematicians 
there, notably Godement, Grothendieck, Chevalley, Cartan, Serre (with whom I have 
in f a ct a joint work in progress). Godement has been interested for a l ong time 
in the more analytical aspects of these questions, a nd Serre is now lecturing at 
the College on some of the more algebraic sides of these problems. Grothendieck 
has recentl y proved theorems on algebraic groups by means of his theory of schemes, 
a nd I believe that the latter will be an i mportant tool in studying algebrai c groups 
O'{er f uncti on fields." 

The sum of $7,500 would be adequate to enable him to teach and work at the Col lege 
de France without financial sacrifice. 

We would be glad to recast this a~plication in another form if that would 
be helpful to you, or to its success., 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Arthur Grad 
Program Director for M':tthematical Sciences 
National Science Foundation 
Washington 25, D.C. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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The Institute f or Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Proposal to t he National Science Foundation 

for a grant for Professor Armand Borel 

BUDGEr 

Salary - 6 months, January 1 to June 30) 
1964 $7,500.* 

Overhead O. 

Total $7)500. 

* E~ual to 6o per cent of Professor Borel's 
salary for the corresponding period at the 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

OFFICE OF THE Dil.ECTOll. 
29 March 1963 

Dear Dr. Grad: 

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science Foundation for a 
grant for Armand Borel, who is a professor in the School of Mathematics at this 
Ill.S'ti tute. 

Professor Borel hopes to spend the period from January 1 to J une 30, 1964 at 
the College de France in Paris. His own account of the principal reasons for this 
project reads: 

"My main field of work at present is what may be cal led the arithmetic theory 
of algebraic groups, as described in my Stockholm address, which aims at studying 
systematically certain discrete subgroups of algebraic groups, called arithmetic 
groups, so as to develop a framework in which certain parts of classical mathematics, 
like the theory of automorphic functions or of quadratic f orms, and their inter
relations, would find a natural place . Va~ious aspects of this program (which, in 
many respects, appears still to be in the beginning stage) arouse much interest in 
Paris, and my interest in going there is twofol d. On t he one hand, I would appreci 
ate giving a regular set of lecture s to a no-doubt interested audience, on the 
other hand, I would benefit from prolonged contacts with several mathematicians 
there, notably Godement, Grothendieck, Chevalley, Cartan, Serre (with whom I have 
in fact a joint work in progress). Godement has been interested for a long time 
in the more analytical aspects of these quest ions, and Serre is now lecturing at 
the College on some of the more algebraic s i des of these problems. Grothendieck 
has recently proved theorems on algebraic groups by means of his t heory of schemes , 
and I believe that the l atter will be an important tool in studying algebraic groups 
o~er f unction fields." 

The sum of $7, 500 would be adequate to enable him to teach and work at the College. 
de France without financial sacrifice. 

We would be glad to recast this a~plication in another form if that would 
be helpful to you, or to its success. 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Arthur Grad 
Program Director for' Mathematical Sciences 
National Science Foundation 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Robert Oppenheimer 
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The Institute for Advanced Study 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Proposal to the National Science Foundation 

for a grant for Professor Armand Borel 

BUDGEr 

Salary - 6 months, January 1 to June 30, 
19~ $7,500.* 

overhead O. 

Total $7,500. 

*Equal to €io per cent of Professor Borel's 
salary for the corresponding period at the 
Institute for Advanced Study 
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February 16, 1962 

To: The Faculty 

From~ A., Beurl:L'lg.)> A... Borel. , D. Montgo~ry, M. Morse, A. Salberg, A. Weil 

As far as any one of us can.remember, we have been guided primarily 
by the rul e o.f al;1ays ~aking the best choices we knew how to make .from 
among o\l!' fe:.J.ow--nia.thema.t'i : :i ans v None of us has ever been aware of any 
agree ment or tradition that could. validly interfere with this cardinal 
principle ? 

N0thing coulC. be mor e f a tal to us than any visible departure from 
it; it is largely because we have followed it consistently, and because 
this has been wi.del y unde.rstood and acknowledged, that the Institute has 
achieved its unique positi on in the mathematical world. 

On t ne pres em:. occ~sion1 we r..ave been gratified to find that this 
~,..licy has l ed us t o give recognition to the increasing stature of the 
.tilllerj r~ ,.. -- • 1~-:-m:;. ti('. ::> , - .... hool 1 whic P •i,."' T11stitute has in no small way 
helpad ~o develop ~ 

~e do not wish to di~tate t>Olicy to other groups at the Institute. 
At t hs same t i me ) we great ly fear that any attempt to interfere with this 
pr i nc i p:i.e of ours, on grounds of expediency and appeasement, would have 
the most. se:'ious ~onsequance~ for us a:id for the Institute as a whole. 

Professorf' Alidldi 
Chernis s 
Dyson 
GCdel 
Kan:.Orowicz 
Lee 
Mei ss 
Meritt 
Oppenheimer 
Pai :: 
Panof sky 
StJ-bmgr :-
Thompson 
Whitney 
Yang 
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June 11, 1962 

Professor Arr.k"Uld Borel 
The Inst~tute for Advanced StLdy 

Dear Professor Borel : 

Dr . Oppenheimer has asked me to write you 
about your pension arrangeoents . At ~he meet:ug of 
the Board of Trustees held in }Tin~eton on April 6 
and 7, the Board voted to increase faculty salaries 
to $25,000 mid increase the minU:rum guaranteed pension 
through TIAA-CREF to $15 . 000. 

The standard 5% contribution by the professor 
matched by a 5% contribution by the Institute for the 
balance of your tenure as an active profesnor uill 
produce this minimum guarantee of $15,000. 

You should know also that the Major Medical 
contract wit~ TI.AA has been modified to reduce the 
deductible after Blue Cross £1.-om $200 to $100 . 

MCM: lw 

Cordially yours, 

Minot C. Morgan. Jr . 
General Manager 
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Dear Deane, 

A A INSTITUTE O F F UNDAMENTAL ESEA CH 
Apollo ler oad, Bombay l 

Attached to Miz:..u.i;es :larch 20 March U, 1961 

Many thank• !or your letter. Of course, I shall not try to diacu• from 
here the particular• of the two nominations under consideration now; neverthe
lea •, I would like to make two general re mar kn. 

1. It is imperative that we consider only first rate scholars . At the 
Institute there la no inherent obllgation to have at all times a full-sbed Faculty 
or a given !ield represented. It i• therefore our privilege, and our duty, not 
to let anything stand f.n the way oi quality. It is of course useful to have in both 
Schools first band knowledge of a wide sector, but this is not e-eaential, and 
this conaideration should come into play only wh choosing between two other-
wise equally qualified acholara. Besides, reco endationa and views of a 

ood, but not outstanding, apecialbt are often o 1 mited interest, a a we all know, 
s o that coverage for the aake of coverage s eaeen ·ally self-defeating. I am 
therefore in principle agaln•t the nomi ion of an: , of whom I know, 
either first hand or from a reliable s~, that he not really first rate, 
but juat happens to be the beet ava ~h lar ln his field of work. 

l.. I am also among tho ieve that the F aculty should be limited 
to its present siee lor at lea g years, and would go along with any 
general agreement to that e 'f ct. l ev r, this merely reflects my feellngs 
towards the Institute aa a w o e and not dictated by a ehortage of out!3tanding 
mathematicians, who · t le, al'ld would be fully qualified in my 
opinion to be in our ty; l!JO at we should of course reserve our freedom 
in caae no such agr be reached. 

cc: Al!ffldi 
Beurling 
Chernis• 
Dyson 

8del 
Kantorowlcz 
Kennan 
Lee 
Meiss 
Meritt 
Moree 

J Oppenheimer 
Pale 
P anofsky 
Selberg 

tromgreu 
Thompson 
V1 eil 
Whitney 
Yang 

Sincerely yours, 

Isl A . Borel 
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Dr. .lrmand Borel. 
The lnst.itut. for Advanced Stlld;y 
Princeton. !ft Jeraq 

Dear Dr. Borel t 

I am pl.eased to :intom you that T~ FO?'d Foun<!Gioo has authorized 
an award to you under its Traftl and Stw}y IT~ ~ Foundat-1.an wishes 
to provide you With a:a op~v ~ lectur• m mathaatie11 at the Tata 
Instibte in B~ mid t.o viait matbellatica departJ1Bnts at other uniftl'w 
sities in w1a. · 

Your award, whic:h is for a period of six 1l0Dtbs. provides a 
supplemental allowanot ~ $U.250 m lieu of salary while you are an leave 
£re. the Institute for .Advanced St~ troll January to .July"• 1961. Ve 
understaD:i thnt travel t.md other u:penses will be prorlded trom another 
source. 

At 'the request o~ the Foundat.ian, the Institute of International 
Educatian. (Ill} lf1ll adJdid.ster the grant and make its services available 
to 700 in arranging 7aor traftl.. Further eO!Wmications m connection 
with your award should be addreased to Hrs. Clari.09 R. Ludwig,. Institute 
of ~t!onal Jtducat1CO. l East 67tb street., Wn Y~ who is administering 
your program. 

It the terms o£ award a.a outJ.jned above are acceptal:>l.e to you, 
plea.a sign and return to th.e Inartitute me copy of thi.8 latter. Hay' we 
take .,biJs opport.miV to wish you an interesting and nwal'dillg visit to 
India. 

ccs Ford :JO'Qtd.ati011 
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LECTURE 

Speaker: A. Borel 

Topic: The work of Kajdan-Margoulis on discrete 
subgroups of semi - simple Lie groups 

Time: Friday, June 14, 10 :30 AM 

Place: Fuld Hall Room 119 
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Ford is giving Borel the equivalent of 
his salary for 6 mos . Jan to July . I 'l ~ ( 

Mike asks, should we continue our contribution 
to TIAA, and bill him for his share? 
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